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Abstract: Over the last decade, the field of luminescent solar concentrators (LSC) has experienced
significant growth, as noted by the increasing number of studies. However, so far, most of the
devices developed have only been employed in a simple planar configuration coupled with silicon
photovoltaic solar cells. This type of device is essentially a solar window whose main objective is to
produce electrical power. However, due to the intrinsic nature of LSC, that is, the ability to absorb,
downshift and concentrate the solar radiation that impinges on it, this photonic device can be used in
alternative ways. In particular, in this review, we will explore several non-conventional applications
in which LSCs are used successfully, including as solar bioreactors for algae development, photo
reactors for organic synthesis, and as greenhouses.

Keywords: luminescent solar concentrators; photonic device; photoreactors; controlled environment
agriculture

1. Introduction—The Luminescent Solar Concentrator Device

In its simplest form, a luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) is a fluorophore-containing
waveguide with downshifting properties that do not contain any active components able
to convert light into electricity [1]. Under irradiation, the fluorophores absorb part of the
incident light and re-emit photons at longer wavelengths. The mismatch in refractive
indices between the waveguide material and the air causes total internal reflection (TIR)
inside the waveguide. For an LSC with a typical refractive index of around 1.5, this
means that about 75% of the photons can be internally reflected and guided towards the
edges of the waveguide. The properties of the waveguide and of the luminophore, such
as its photoluminescent quantum yield and the Stokes shift (i.e., the difference between
the spectral position of the maximum of the first absorption band and the maximum
of the fluorescence emission), are of fundamental importance to obtain an efficient LSC
device [1,2].

The idea of concentrating light using fluorescence and TIR was initially considered
in the 50s for collecting light from scintillation counters [3]. However, the concept of
using sunlight in combination with LSCs was introduced only in the late 70s with the
primary objective of reducing the cost of the electricity produced by silicon photovoltaic
(PV) panels [4,5].

In the case of LSC devices used to convert light into electricity, index-matched PV
cells are placed at the edges to collect the concentrated photon flux arising from the
waveguide (Figure 1) [1,2,6–8]. As the LSC top area exposed to sunlight is larger than
the waveguide edges area, the flux of incident radiation onto the PV devices can be
significantly increased [9,10]. This, in theory, allows us to reduce the effective area of
PVs used to generate an identical amount of electrical power, minimizing the PV material
consumption and reducing device cost. In addition, LSCs offer adaptability to the needs
of architects for building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), such as various colors, shapes,
transparencies, lightweight options, and flexibilities, making them an attractive option for
high-rise buildings [11].
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Figure 1. Schematic of a luminescent solar concentrator. Solar cells are usually placed at the device’s 
edges to collect the concentrated light emitted by the luminophores. 

During the last decades, most research on LSCs focused mainly on their use as com-
plementary sunlight collectors for traditional PV systems, with considerable effort placed 
on improving the power output. In particular, the materials used in LSC configurations 
have rapidly developed. Several luminophores have been developed, such as dyes [7,12–
14], hybrid materials [15–17], and semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) [18–24]. Similarly, 
a large body of work has been dedicated to designing and optimizing the host-polymer 
waveguides, such as polymeric host matrix systems [25,26]. 

However, the excellent tunability of the LSC devices allows expanding their use 
away from their initial concept of electricity generation, realizing a multitude of other ap-
plications. In this review, we will explore alternative uses of LSC devices in which the 
main source of radiation is sunlight, focusing on photochemical reactors for the synthesis 
of organic molecules, agriculture systems for the growth of plants, and photoreactors for 
microalgae biomasses (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. LSCs can be used in various applications, such as agriculture, microalgal production, and 
photochemical synthesis. 

2. LSC Devices as Photochemical Reactors 
Since Giacomo Ciamician conceived the notion of photochemistry [27] and particu-

larly during the last few years, photochemical transformations have created a multitude 
of opportunities for the innovative synthesis of organic products toward more sustainable 
production of chemicals [28]. In this context, the use of solar radiation as a light source is 
highly desirable due to its relative abundance. However, the efficiency of photochemical 
transformations is still fairly low, mainly due to the difficulty of delivering photons to 
reactants [29]. 

Figure 1. Schematic of a luminescent solar concentrator. Solar cells are usually placed at the device’s
edges to collect the concentrated light emitted by the luminophores.

During the last decades, most research on LSCs focused mainly on their use as comple-
mentary sunlight collectors for traditional PV systems, with considerable effort placed on
improving the power output. In particular, the materials used in LSC configurations have
rapidly developed. Several luminophores have been developed, such as dyes [7,12–14],
hybrid materials [15–17], and semiconducting quantum dots (QDs) [18–24]. Similarly, a
large body of work has been dedicated to designing and optimizing the host-polymer
waveguides, such as polymeric host matrix systems [25,26].

However, the excellent tunability of the LSC devices allows expanding their use
away from their initial concept of electricity generation, realizing a multitude of other
applications. In this review, we will explore alternative uses of LSC devices in which the
main source of radiation is sunlight, focusing on photochemical reactors for the synthesis
of organic molecules, agriculture systems for the growth of plants, and photoreactors for
microalgae biomasses (Figure 2).
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2. LSC Devices as Photochemical Reactors

Since Giacomo Ciamician conceived the notion of photochemistry [27] and particularly
during the last few years, photochemical transformations have created a multitude of
opportunities for the innovative synthesis of organic products toward more sustainable
production of chemicals [28]. In this context, the use of solar radiation as a light source is
highly desirable due to its relative abundance. However, the efficiency of photochemical
transformations is still fairly low, mainly due to the difficulty of delivering photons to
reactants [29].

Two main solar reactors have currently been developed, one in which light is diffuse
and the other in which it is concentrated. Non-concentrating reactors, such as flatbed
reactors [30], are usually oriented at a fixed angle toward the sky. They can benefit from
diffuse light but present a limited reaction yield due to the low light intensity. On the other
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hand, by concentrating sunlight on the reactor surface to improve efficiency, concentrating
reactors such as solar dish concentrators and solar ovens have been realized [29]. How-
ever, this type of reactor requires tracking devices; otherwise, the lens focus is lost as the
Earth moves.

A possible alternative lies in LSC devices combined with microflow technologies. The
device consists of a polymer LSC waveguide in which reactor microchannels are shaped
within. The luminophore embedded in the LSC can effectively harvest sunlight and focus
the remitted photons towards the reaction channels, maximizing the number of photons
that reach the liquid reaction mixture.

This type of structure combines several advantages: (i) the LSCs can exploit efficiently
diffuse irradiation; thus, they do not require a tracking device [31]; (ii) as the re-emitted light
does not need to travel up to the edges of the LSC waveguide but instead can be focused on
the nearest embedded microchannel, it is possible to use high luminophore concentration,
increasing the photon flux that reaches the reactants, while keeping self-absorption losses
to a minimum [2,32]; (iii) due to the tunability of the luminophore [2], it is possible to select
the most appropriate emission wavelength to perform specific photochemical reactions.

One of the first examples of LSC photo-microreactors (LSC-PM) reported a lumines-
cent red dye, Lumogen Red 305 (LR305), embedded in the polymer matrix of the LSC
(Figure 3). [32] This dye had been previously used in LSC devices for PV applications. The
dye was paired with a common photocatalyst, Methylene Blue (MB) [33], and injected
into the reactor microchannels. Carefully selecting the luminophore-catalyst pair is crucial
to maximizing solar energy absorption. In this case, the coupling of LR305 with MB is
particularly advantageous due to the excellent spectral overlap between the LR305 emission
and MB absorption spectra (Figure 3b). As proof of concept, the singlet oxygen-mediated
cycloaddition of 9,10-diphenylanthracene (DPA) was used as a benchmark to show the
system’s capability. A 4.5-fold acceleration of the reaction with a 200 ppm LR305 doped
LSC-PM was obtained compared to the reactor without luminophores (Figure 3c). This
setup was also shown to work outdoors with scattered cloud cover. Similar to the lab
test, the conversion of the dye-sensitized LSC-PM was significantly higher than in the
non-sensitized reactor, even if the scattered clouds influenced the final yield.

An improved design based on modulating the residence time of the reactants within
the microchannel depending on the amount of light impacting the reactor was shown to
adequately handle light fluctuations caused by passing clouds (Figure 3d) [34,35].

A few follow-up studies probed the efficiency limits of the LSC-PM concept, showing
that up to 1 m2 LSC-PM optimized systems could be built, confirming the potential of LSCs
as photochemical reactors [36]. The importance of using the fused deposition modeling
(FDM) technique to 3D print molds for LSC manufacturing was also demonstrated. Rapid
prototyping by 3D printing allowed for several reactor designs to be tested, in which several
parameters, such as the number and spacing of channels and flow and collection sections,
can be optimized [37].

However, this type of LSC-PM design presents stability issues due to the use of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as a polymer for the waveguide. While PDMS is compatible
with aqueous media and some alcohols, most organic solvents are soluble in PDMS, causing
swelling of the polymer, leaching of the dye, and overall degradation of the device [38].

Thus, new LSC-PM devices have been designed in which the LSC is physically sep-
arated from the PM reactors. For example, a combination of commercially available
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) LSC plates and solvent-resistant perfluoroalkoxy
alkane (PFA) capillaries have been used [39]. In this design, chemically resistant capillaries
are embedded into an LSC device. Due to the material’s higher refractive index compared
to PDMS-based LSC-PM, this new design allowed a substantial photon-flux improvement,
with 40% more photons directed to the reaction channels, leading to significant rate acceler-
ations [39]. Further, by using PMMA as a polymer matrix, different organic dyes can be
introduced into the waveguide to target specific emission wavelengths by downshifting
the incident solar light.
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Figure 3. (a) Working principle of the luminescent solar concentrator photo-microreactor. (b) Absorp-
tion and emission spectra of LM305 compared to the absorption of MB. It is possible to observe the
excellent spectral overlap between the two dyes. (c) The singlet oxygen-mediated cycloaddition of
DPA is used as a model reaction. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [32]. Copyright 2017 John
Wiley & Sons. (d) Improved design of the LSC-PM able to handle light fluctuations caused by passing
clouds thanks to a feedback loop. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [34]. Copyright 2018 Royal
Society of Chemistry.

All the LSC-PM devices based on polymer matrices present an inherent problem: since
the desired emission wavelength is fixed by the luminophore incorporated in the polymer, a
dedicated reactor has to be fabricated for different photocatalysts as they require a different
emission profile to match their absorption.

To address this issue, Tao et al. modified the LSC-PM design using a liquid dye. In
this case, the luminophore is not dispersed within a polymer matrix but instead introduced
into a suitable matrix as a fluid [40]. Similar liquid-based luminophores for LSCs have
already been shown to be efficient for PV application [21,22].

A schematic illustration of the modified LSC-PM device and light transfer process
is shown in Figure 4. The use of a liquid LSC design presents several advantages: (i) lu-
minophores have, in general, better solubility and dispersibility in organic solvents, exhibit-
ing equivalent or higher photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) than when embedded
in solid matrices [21,41]; (ii) the emission wavelength can be easily changed by replacing
the luminophore liquid solution; (iii) the light emission distribution of the fluid in 3D space
can be controlled more easily. Overall, this design allows a higher degree of flexibility than
the LSC-PM system based on luminophores embedded in polymers.
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the liquid-based LSC-PM under 1.0 sun (400 ppm of LR305, 15 s residence time); reprinted with
permission from Ref. [40]. Copyright 2019 John Wiley & Sons.

Several prototype reactors (~6 cm long) were fabricated by curing a transparent
photosensitive 3D-printed resin. The geometry of the reaction channel was optimized as a
helix to allow fast mixing compared to the straight channel. In contrast, for the waveguide
in which the liquid dye is placed, it was found that a cylindrical shape around the reaction
channel presents optimal operation, providing homogeneous irradiation and the highest
photon flux. Different dyes have been tested, and the optimized device showed a significant
acceleration in conversion rate and apparent reaction kinetics. In particular, under 1 sun
illumination, the presence of fluorescent fluids increased the conversion rate by about 30%
(Figure 3c).

Subsequent work reported the scale-up of the proposed liquid-based reactor. The au-
thors fabricated reactors with up to eight channels, demonstrating conversions comparable
to those achieved in a single-channel reactor [42].

Other LSC designs have been proposed, in which the luminophores are used to
increase the intensity of the ultraviolet B region (UV-B, wavelength of 280–315 nm) [43].
Since the UV-B wavelengths in the solar spectrum are less than 5% of the total UV radiation
reaching the Earth’s surface, these devices have so far only been tested with UV lamps.
However, their proof-of-concept could be extended to LSC-PM reactors, in which the
UVB emission intensity can be increased by approximately a factor of ten for an 8 W UV
lamp [43,44].

In summary, certain requirements are needed to develop an LSC-PM device, such as a
durable waveguide material with a high refractive index. Additionally, the luminophore
should have a specific emission profile to properly activate the photocatalyst and a narrow
spectral distribution to avoid side reactions or degradation of the starting precursors [45].
Distinctive LSC designs are also required to obtain high reaction yields.

As mentioned before, even if the LSC-PM presents several advantages compared to other
types of photoreactors, there are still issues and criticalities that need to be further addressed
(Table 1). In particular, the system’s stability under different light conditions and environ-
ments is rarely reported, while this is a critical parameter for their future commercialization.
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Table 1. Summary of the critical parameters of LSC-PM devices.

Requirements Advantages Issues

• The luminophore should have an
emission that overlaps with the
absorption of the photocatalyst

• The polymer should be stable to the
chemicals used for the reaction

• Need for specific architecture to direct
the majority of the emitted photons
toward the reaction channels

• Narrow spectral distribution of the
luminophore to improve selectivity

• Waveguide material should have a
smooth surface and high
refractive index

• No need for a tracking device
• Possibility to use a high

concentration of luminophore
• It is possible to select the most

suitable pair
luminophore/photocatalyst to
perform different photoreactions

• Low-cost materials
• They can operate unassisted

• Each reactor can target only a
specific photocatalyst as the
emission wavelength is fixed

• As the final reaction yield is
influenced by light fluctuation, there
is a need for a feedback loop system

• The long-term stability needs to be
verified and improved

3. LSC Devices for Applications in Agriculture
3.1. LSC for Controlled Environment Agriculture

According to projections by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) of the
United Nations, by 2050, total food production will have to increase by 70% compared to
current volumes to feed the world’s growing population [46]. Improved yields and better
farm management are therefore a necessity. In this framework, controlled environment agri-
culture (CEA) could play a fundamental role. CEA is an agricultural method that allows a
degree of control over the environmental conditions of plants, such as lighting, temperature,
carbon dioxide level, relative humidity, moisture content, and nutrient composition. CEA’s
goal is to improve crop yield, plants’ resilience to climate change, sustainability, and food
security [47].

Among the many factors that affect plant growth in a CEA system, light is one of
the most important, as it has been shown that not all wavelengths of light give the same
response in green plants [48]. Traditionally, light-emitting devices (LED) have been widely
used in CEA and crop management due to their ability to control the quality of emitted
light [49,50]. However, to operate, they still require external energy input, and they usually
present high initial costs for the farmers.

In this framework, LSCs can represent a low-cost and sustainable solution for the
modulation of the sunlight impinging on the crops, allowing the emission spectrum to be
altered and potentially even redirecting the light.

The first examples of LSC for agricultural uses are based on fluorescence plastic films
in which the main objective was to downshift green light towards the red region [51–54].
For example, by using these types of LSC greenhouse covers, tomato yield can be increased
by 19.6%, and the number of flowering branches on rose bushes can be increased by 26.7%
compared with the sheets without the fluorescent dye [55]. However, these films presented
a reduced light transmission in the 400–700 nm range, also known as photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) (Figure 5) [51–54].

For this reason, new combinations of luminescent pigments have been introduced,
allowing absorb ultraviolet radiation to be absorbed and downshifting that into PAR,
increasing the amount of useful light for the growth of strawberries [57]. For example, it
was observed that by using a blue pigment with emissions of up to 480 nm, strawberry
production could be increased by 11%. In another approach, by using a photoluminescent
phosphor with suitable excitation/emission properties, such as Ca0.4Sr0.6S:Eu2+

, it was
shown that the photosynthetic activity (measured as CO2 assimilation rate) of Spinacia
oleracea can be improved by more than 25% compared to a purely reflecting reference
film [58].
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The majority of these LSC films use polyethylene (PE) as waveguide material as it is
a low-cost polymer with high transparency and with moderate heat retention, such that
it is primarily used in agriculture environments [59]. However, as the film is completely
air- and water-proof, there is the requirement to provide forced ventilation and water
to the plants shielded by this type of material. To obtain an improved microclimate,
nonwoven fabrics of spun-bond polypropylene (PP) have been proposed to replace the
PE films. Recently, inorganic luminescent phosphors have also been incorporated into
such PP fibers and used as luminescent layers in greenhouses. In this study, the authors
compared the dynamics of growth in late cabbage plants (Olga variety) and leaf lettuce
(Emerald variety) under an ordinary nonwoven PP film and under the spun-bond PP
containing Y2O2SEu luminophores [60]. Interestingly, the application of the spun-bond
containing the phosphorus, despite lowering the overall PAR, led to an increase in the rate
of photosynthesis, the water-use efficiency, and the accumulation of the total biomass of
plants by 30–50%, showing that luminescent PP-based fabrics could be a promising solution
to optimize the plants’ growth [60].

In general, the luminophore used in these studies had fixed wavelength emissions,
poor photon conversion efficiencies, and in some cases, limited stability. In this context,
recently, QDs-based LSCs have been employed successfully in CEA. QDs possess excellent
optical properties such as high photon conversion efficiency, a tunable emission spectrum,
and improved stability, making them an attractive candidate to replace the dye used in
LSCs for CEA [61].

One of the first examples of QD-LSCs for CEA used fiber-LSC with embedded
CuInSexS2−x/ZnS QDs. This type of QD has been shown to be an excellent luminophore
for LSCs for solar windows [62]. Instead of using LSC in thin-film form, in this case, the
authors chose to prepare fiber-based LSC, allowing the absorbed sunlight to be delivered
to the lower canopy of plants. In particular, the LSC fibers could provide an almost dou-
ble amount of PAR to the lower canopy leaves converted from absorbed sunlight, which
increased the yield of tomatoes in a commercial greenhouse by 7% (Figure 6a–c).

Subsequent work investigated the growth of lettuce in a more controlled experiment
in which only the film cover of the greenhouse was varied, while all the other parameters
were kept constant (Figure 6d–f) [63]. The authors used three different films: an orange QD
film (emission centered at 600 nm), a red QD film (emission centered at 660 nm), and one
control with no colour conversion film. The results showed that both colour conversion
films gave better results than the control, with increased edible dry mass (13 and 9%),
edible fresh mass (11% each), and total leaf area (8 and 13%) for the orange QD and red QD,
respectively, compared to the control, despite a reduction of up to 11% in the PAR range
observed for the red QD film. These results demonstrated the benefits of using QD films
for plant growth with a potential application in space.
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Thus far, various preliminary commercial products, based either on QDs or organic
dyes embedded in polymers, have been developed by several companies, such as Ubi-
Gro, [64] Lleaf [65], and Solicolture [66].

The main disadvantage of this thin-film technology is that it does not fully exploit
the properties of the LSC device. In fact, all these studies use the LSC concept only for
its downshifting properties, without exploiting the possibility of concentrating specific
wavelengths and obtaining electricity by coupling a PV device.

In this regard, Corrado et al. developed a semi-transparent system combining an LSC
with conventional c-Si solar cells named the wavelength selective photovoltaic system
(WSPV) by the authors [56]. Instead of positioning the PV devices at the edges of the
LSC, the authors placed the cells on the front face, allowing for direct use of sunlight and
reducing the traveling distance of the light. The use of the luminescent dye allowed some of
the blue and green wavelengths to be absorbed and downshifted into red wavelengths and
guided to the solar cell for conversion into electrical energy, while the rest of the sunlight
was available to the plants [56]. The placement and types of PV cells used in the LSC panels
were varied for performance comparisons, with the best configuration exhibiting a 37%
increase in power production compared to the reference. Further, accelerated tests showed
that this type of LSC could be stable for up to 20 years.

In a follow-up study, the same authors reported the influence of their WSPV device
on tomato photosynthesis [67]. Under low light conditions, the photosynthesis rate of
tomatoes was found to be similar, while light-saturated photosynthesis was slightly lower
for tomatoes under WSPV. On the other hand, small water-saving potentials were found for
plants under WSPV. The results were somewhat inconclusive, and a better understanding
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of light modulation with this type of device is needed to understand the actual effect on
plant growth.

The use of LSCs for CEA systems can also have a negative effect on plant growth. A
recent study described the use of an LSC film with a dye luminophore (SG80) in a high-tech
greenhouse horticulture facility, and two experimental trials were conducted by growing
eggplants [68]. By filtering more than 85% of UV light and 58% of far-red wavelengths,
the presence of the film improved energy and resource use efficiency, mainly thanks to an
8% net reduction in heat load and an 18% reduction in water and nutrient consumption of
the plants. However, the film strongly reduced the PAR, leading to a 25% reduction in total
season fruit yield [68].

While previous thin-film planar solutions could be efficient for improving the growth
of plants, they present an intrinsic issue: as the LSC is mounted in a planar configuration, a
limited number of internally generated photons can exit the film from the escape light cone
into free space. Instead, for optimum plant growth, ideally, a high fraction of the internally
generated photons should be extracted in one direction toward photosynthetic organisms.

In recent work, Yin et al. presented an elegant solution based on a spectral-shifting
and unidirectional light-extracting photonic LSC that does not require a reflector, and that
can be used for improved light use on lettuce cultivation in both greenhouses and indoor
farms (Figure 7) [69]. Instead of using a classical planar structure, the LSC based on a LF305
dye was molded with a microdome structure. By employing such a design, the light can be
unidirectionally directed toward lettuce cultivation. In particular, more than 70% of the
externally extracted light can be redirected in the forward direction and used to increase
photosynthesis efficiency. In contrast, the classical planar structure only provides 9% of
the internally generated light in the forward direction. The microdome-based LSC film
significantly increased the fresh weight and dry weight of lettuce above ground on day
20 after transplanting by 21.7% and 30.3%, respectively. In addition, the presence of the
microdome-based LSC led to the extensive growth of lettuce. Overall, a 20% improvement
in lettuce production was observed in both indoor facilities with electric lighting and in a
greenhouse with natural sunlight [69].
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than the critical angle can be extracted in the forward direction. (b) Surface morphology of the
LSC microdome device. (c) Photo of the LSC device with a size of 150 mm × 240 mm under green
light illumination. (d) The forward spectral irradiance of the LSC device with microdomes (red
curve), LSC without surface structuring (green curve), planar fluorophore-free film (black curve),
and fluorophore-free film with surface structures (blue curve) under the solar irradiance. (e) Total
external quantum efficiency (EQE) and forward EQE of the LSC device with microdome surface.
(f) Photograph of the greenhouse facility. Two domes have LSC devices installed (experiment,) while
the two others are the control. Data on the growth of the plants under the LSC device compared to
the control: fresh weight (g) and dry weight (h) of the lettuces, and average leaf area (i) and soil-plant
analysis development (SPAD) values (j) of the lettuces after 20 days from transplantation. (* p < 0.05;
** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001). Reprinted with permission from Ref [69]. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature.

Overall, to fabricate an LSC device for CEA applications, the system needs to satisfy
the following requirements (Table 2): because each plant has a specific need for certain
light wavelengths, the appropriate luminophore must be selected; absorption of light by
the luminophore should not excessively reduce PAR; moreover, to compensate for this
reduction, ideally, the luminophore should have a high quantum yield. Although thin-film
devices present a low cost of fabrication and installation, they should be avoided in favor
of more complex architectures that direct as much of the re-emitted light as possible toward
the plants. In addition, the waveguide material should be chosen judiciously so that it is
compatible with the luminophore but also resistant to weathering, UV, etc.

Table 2. Summary of the key parameters of LSC devices for CEA applications.

Requirements Advantages Issues

• The luminophore should have a
specific emission that is beneficial
for the plant growth

• The luminophore should have a
high quantum yield to compensate
for the reduction in the PAR region.

• The device should be durable and
should have high outdoor resistance
(UV, atmospheric agents,
temperature, humidity, etc.)

• Need for specific architecture to
direct the majority of the emitted
photons toward the plants

• Semitransparent devices,
simple installation

• Easy tunability of the luminophore
allows to select the most suitable
one for the specific crop

• Low-cost materials
• They do not need any external

electrical input to operate
• The LSC should be able to increase

the crop yields.

• No consensus on the actual effect of
the LSC

• In thin-film systems, the majority of
the emitted radiation is not used by
the plants

• Different plants require different
illumination profile

• The long-term stability needs to
be verified

• In most systems, the LSC is not used
for its concentrating properties, but
only as a simple downshifting layer.

While LSCs could be a low-cost solution to improve the crop yield, as also visible in
Table 3, currently, there is no consensus in the literature on the actual effects of luminescent
films and LSCs on fruit yield and quality in major greenhouse crops. This is mainly due to
the lack of fundamental and systematic research and calls for more rigorous studies in this
field [70].

Table 3. Summary of the type of LSC devices used in CEA and their overall effect on plant growth.

LSC Type Luminophore Absorption
Range

Emission
Range

Overall Effect
on PAR Plant Type Result Ref

PVC Thin film Dye N/A 660 nm N/A maize, melons,
tomatoes Improved growth [51]

PE-thin film Dye UV range 400–480 nm decreased N/A Only 16% of the light was
emitted toward the ground [52]
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Table 3. Cont.

LSC Type Luminophore Absorption
Range

Emission
Range

Overall Effect
on PAR Plant Type Result Ref

PVC-thin film Dye 400–600 nm 600–700 nm decreased N/A

energetic efficiency (21%) of
the fluorescence process

was not enough to
compensate for the loss in

the PAR region

[54]

PE-thin film Dye 400–600 nm 600–700 nm N/A tomatoes, roses

19% increase in tomato
yield, 26% increase in
flowering branches in

rose bushes

[55]

LDPE film Dye UV range 410–480 nm increased
(+1%) strawberry

strawberry production to
increased +11% (increased
fruit number), less sweet

[57]

LDPE film Dye UV range 610–630 nm decreased
(−1%) strawberry no significant changes [57]

LDPE film Dye up to 600 nm 600–690 nm decreased
(−24%) strawberry 10% lower fruit production [57]

Resin coated
on

reflective film

Phosphor,
Ca0.4Sr0.6S:Eu2+ up to 600 nm 600–725 nm N/A Spinacia

oleracea
photosynthetic activity

increased by 25% [58]

PP-fabric Phosphor,
Y2O2SEu up to 400 nm 600–725 nm decreased cabbage,

lettuce

total biomass of plants
increased by 30–50%,

increased rate of
photosynthesis and
water-use efficiency

[60]

PET embedded
acrylate-

based Fibers

CuInSexS2-x/ZnS
QDs up to 500 nm around 600 nm

increased at
lower canopy,

decreased
otherwise

tomatoes 7% improvement in
weight yield [62]

PET embedded
acrylate-based

thin films

CuInSexS2-x/ZnS
QDs up to 600 nm 500–700 nm no significant

change lettuce

13% increased edible dry
mass, 11% increased edible

fresh mass, 8% increased
leaf area

[63]

PET embedded
acrylate-based

thin films

CuInSexS2-x/ZnS
QDs up to 650 nm 600–800 nm decreased

(−11%) lettuce

9% increased edible dry
mass, 11% increased edible
fresh mass, 13% increased

leaf area

[63]

PMMA thin
film + PV

embedded
Dye up to 625 nm 550–700 nm decreased

(5–30%) tomatoes no clear difference in fruit
yields and quality [67]

Commercial
thin film

(Solar Gard)
Dye (SG80) 99% up to

400 nm Not specified decreased
(−25%) eggplants

8% decrease in heat load
and 18% reduction in water
and nutrient consumption,

25% reduction in total
fruit yield

[68]

PMMA
microdome

thin film
Dye (LF305) up to 600 nm 550–700 nm decreased lettuce

20% increase in fresh
weight, 30% increase in dry
weight, overall extension of

the growth of lettuce

[69]

3.2. LSC for Microalgal Production

During the last 60 years, microalgae biomasses have been used to synthesize a wide
range of compounds of industrial interest (such as β-carotene, and astaxanthin), food
products, pharmacy products, and cosmetics [71]. In addition, microalgae have shown
promising results for biofuel production [72] and as a tool for carbon dioxide bioremedia-
tion [73].

The rate of microalgae synthesis, and thus the productivity, is strongly correlated
with the light absorption properties of microalgae and the quantity and quality (i.e., which
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wavelengths) of light that reach them. In particular, photoinhibition plays an important role:
if the irradiance is too high, it can lead to a decline in the maximum quantum yield of pho-
tosynthesis. In many microalgae species, irradiances in the range of 150–400 µmol photons
m−2 s−1 (approximately 10% of full sunlight) can already cause photoinhibition [74,75].

This means that during the majority of the day, the microalgae system operates at low
photosynthetic efficiency, absorbing but not effectively using incoming radiation.

Different light distribution systems have been developed to control the light intensity
and optimize microalgae growth. Temporal light dilution systems, also known as flashing
light systems, are based on inducing dark/light cycles by turbulent mixing of the biomass.
This process exposes the microalgae to high light intensity for a short period of time;
thus, the average intensity stays below the saturation point. This method can effectively
yield a 3-fold increase in algal biomass production [76–78]. While efficient, the temporal
light dilution systems require sophisticated mixing systems, which may not be technically
feasible for large open pond biomass cultivation and may have high operational costs.
In this regard, spatial light dilution methods do not require specific mixing compared
to the flashing light systems and thus could be more advantageous. In this method, by
using specific light distribution devices, the photon flux density is lowered below the 10%
threshold. Systems such as optical fibers [79], parabolic dishes [74], or LSCs can be used to
obtain an irradiance below the saturation intensity.

Among all spatial light dilution systems, LSC panels appear to be the most suitable
method for microalgal culture systems. In fact, LSC devices are easy to fabricate and do not
require a sun tracking system. Further, as it has been shown that exposing photosynthetic
organisms to UV light may result in direct photosynthetic damage and causes photoin-
hibition [80], an LSC allows photons to be downshifted from the UV region to the PAR,
reducing the damage to the cells while also yielding an increase in biomass production [81].

In one of the first examples of the LSC concept applied for microalgae production,
dyes were incorporated in a double tubular reactor (algae inside and dye solution outside),
demonstrating a growth enhancement for certain dyes with high quantum yields and
stability, which had suitable absorption/emission spectra for the artificial light sources
used [82]. Similarly, dyes embedded in acrylic films have been used as sunlight filters to
control the growth of green algae Chlorella vulgaris and cyanobacteria Gloeothece membranacea.
Under different light-modulated spectra, the growth and chlorophylla production were
significantly promoted in these two microalgae species [83].

In one of the few examples in which LSC was used coupled to PV devices in conjunc-
tion with an algae growth system, Prufert-Bebout et al. demonstrated that microalgae and
cyanobacteria grew as well or better under wavelength-selective LSC panels [84]. However,
no data were provided on the efficiency of the PV system [84].

Many fluorescent coatings with different dyes and conjugated polymers have been
explored and shown the beneficial effect of using this type of LSC device for the growth of
microalgae biomasses [81,85–87]. However, the use of common dyes as luminophores for
LSCs suffers from the aggregation-caused quenching effect (ACQ), where the fluorescence
will be quenched in a high concentration or the aggregate state. This phenomenon limits
the usage of high concentrations in film doping, leading to limited spectral shift and poor
stability [88,89]. The effect of ACQ can be mitigated by using luminophores that exhibit
aggregation-induced emission (AIE) [90]. In molecules such as AIE lumogens (AIEgens),
non-radiative deactivation is significantly reduced in the aggregated state due to physical
constraints on both intramolecular spins and π-π stacking due to the highly convoluted
molecular core [90].

Since their first use in LSC devices [88,91], AIE active molecules have shown promising
results, demonstrating a viable design for LSC-PV applications [92,93]. Recently, this con-
cept has also been applied for spectra shifting for augmented photosynthesis of microalgae.
For example, AIE active diketopyrrolopyrroles (DPP) have been embedded in PMMA films
and used in culturing green algae (Chlorella sp.) (Figure 8) [94]. By applying the film to the
front cover of a culture flask, it was possible to increase the flux density of photosynthetic
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photons of orange-red (600–650 nm) by 4% and of deep red (650–700 nm) by 3.4%. This led
to an increase in biomass by 26% and in total fatty acid methyl esters by 28.8% [94].
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(c) Growth of Chlorella sp. monitored at an optical density (OD) of 680 nm. The OD680 values of
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In follow-up research, by using tailored AIE-DPPs molecules with strong deep-red
emissions, an increase in the total fatty acid methyl ester content of microalgae of more
than 62% was demonstrated, confirming the promising application of AIEgens to accelerate
microalgae mass production [95].

In general, the LSC layers are positioned between the algae culture and light source
in a so-called front-side conversion. However, another configuration is possible in which
the LSC is placed behind the culture to capture and convert transmitted light. The latter
configuration can also be modified with the addition of a reflective backing layer (similar
to the mirror configuration used for PV-LSC applications) to have a double-pass effect on
the transmitted light back. This configuration is useful only for a dilute concentration of
microalgae in which a meaningful amount of light can reach the LSC layer.

Using the backside configuration, Brabec et al. positioned an LSC as a backlight con-
verter integrated into a flat panel algae reactor (Figure 9) [96]. In this case, the luminophore
chosen was strontium sulfide doped with divalent europium, Ca0.59Sr0.40Eu0.01S. The pho-
toluminescent phosphor was deposited on top of a mirror back-plate and used to culture
H. pluvialis. The presence of the backside LSC in the reactor increased the algae growth
and oxygen production, mainly due to the increased amount of red light in the reactor. In
particular, a 36% greater biomass generation at low densities was observed.
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Figure 9. (a) Schematic of the backside LSC reactor for the growth of H. pluvialis, where it is
partially absorbed. The backside of the reactor is coated with a layer of the red-emitting phosphor
Ca0.59Sr0.40Eu0.01S. (b) Photographs of the LSC device and of the control reactors. (c) Algae growth
with and without the LSC converter in identical reactors. After an incubation time of about 4 days,
significant growth activity can be observed. In particular, the LSC device has a 36% increase in
algae concentration in the reactor compared to the control. Reprinted with permission from Ref [96].
Copyright 2013 Springer Nature.

In summary, certain requirements must be met for using an LSC for microalgae growth
(Table 4), such as having a luminophore with a high emission quantum yield and absorption
in the UV region to reduce cell damage. Additionally, the photon flux density must be
carefully controlled to avoid photosaturation and thus inhibition of microalgae growth.
The device must also provide uniform light at different depths of the reactor.

Table 4. Summary of the key parameters of LSC devices for microalgal production.

Requirements Advantages Issues

• The luminophore should have
emission in the PAR region, and
possibly filtering UV

• The light emitted by the LSC should
illuminate the microalgae
culture uniformly

• The photon flux density should be
highly controlled and limited below
the 10% threshold (solar irradiance).

• The device should be durable and
should have high outdoor resistance
(UV, atmospheric agents,
temperature, humidity, etc.)

• The LSC does not require a
tracking device, and works with
diffuse illumination

• UV-filtering effect reduces
damage to the cells

• Low-cost materials
• The LSC does not need any

external electrical input to operate
• The LSC increases the growth of

the microalgae culture.
• LSCs can deliver the sunlight to

the depth of the cultures.

• Photolimitation, photosaturation, and
photoinhibition are crucial factors that
need to be controlled

• Issue of shading and light scattering
in deep reactors

• In a front-light design, part of the
reemitted light is lost as it is not
directed towards the algae.

• The long-term stability needs to
be verified

Although the LSC can be an excellent spatial light dilution system for microalgae
growth, several issues still need to be addressed, starting from finding the optimal archi-
tecture to avoid emission losses and increasing the illumination of deeper areas of the
reactor. In addition, there are still no systematic studies on the long-term stability of LSC
devices. This parameter is especially critical if the LSC system will be partially submerged
in microalgae culture.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

So far, LSC devices have been mostly used as luminophore-doped polymer waveg-
uides coupled with PV cells to separate the area from which the sunlight is collected from
where it is converted into electricity. However, LSCs are powerful photonic devices that can
be used in a large variety of applications thanks to their high versatility. In particular, in
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this review, we discussed alternative LSC systems in which sunlight is used as the primary
light source, such as solar photosynthetic reactors for organic products, greenhouses for
improving plant growth, and solar photobioreactors for microalgae biomass production. In
all these cases, the LSC improved the system’s efficiency due to its ability to downshift and
concentrate specific wavelengths.

In developing such LSC devices, particular attention should be placed on testing
the devices under natural light conditions. In fact, even if many luminophores such as
organic dyes, phosphors, or QDs report high internal quantum efficiencies, when they are
used under low-intense irradiation such as sunlight, they exhibit lower values, and only a
smaller amount of incident light is actually converted and exploited by the reaction centers.
Further, while increasing the concentration of luminophores could allow greater absorption
of sunlight, it can actually be detrimental to the final efficiency due to reabsorption and
scattering effects.

Overall, the efficiency of the spectral downshifting with respect to light directed
towards the reaction centers (e.g., cell culture, organic photocatalysts, and plants) should
be the main parameter to control for obtaining high efficiency.

So far, the majority of LSCs have adopted simple geometries; however, engineering
their shape and aspect ratio could yield higher efficiencies. In particular, by borrowing
concepts developed for photoreactors based on classical concentrators, it could be possible
to integrate them for developing improved LSCs architectures. In this type of system, the
LSC device could be placed on the reflector instead of being used as a filter. For example, a
parabolic concentrating collector/light distribution system comprised of splitters, optical
fibers, and fluorescent reflector has been theoretically proposed for CAE, predicting a 35%
improved crop yield [97].

Ultimately, the commercial exploitation of the systems discussed in this review will be
a function of how feasible their implementation is, the cost, and the value of the product
obtained. One of the main objectives of future research must be to validate the results ob-
served in plant growth and microalgae production to distinguish the impact of spectral light
downshifting, light attenuation, and other environmental parameters. Continued work in
this field should assess these factors more rigorously and focus on developing/using the
highest performing materials, particularly those that can convert non-PAR photons into
PAR photons with minimal attenuation of visible light.

Particular attention should be paid to the intensity of light provided to plants. In fact,
yield enhancement due to light intensity depends on plant (or algae) type, temperature, and
other growth factors. Under a low light regime, the leaves are not saturated with light, and
in theory, yield should increase almost linearly. However, once light intensity increases over
a certain level, the plant’s net photosynthetic rate will eventually saturate, and the yield
benefits from higher light levels will be minor and sometimes even harmful. Concerning
LSC-based photoreactors for organic products, while few examples have shown to be
versatile, most thin-film LSC-PM devices present an intrinsic issue: each reactor can target
only a specific photocatalyst as the emission wavelength is fixed. Alternative liquid LSC
devices can play a significant role in addressing this problem.

As we have seen for all these LSC-based technologies, a key aspect is controlling the
amount and energy of photons delivered to reaction centers, whether photocatalysts or
photoreceptors in plants or algae. Therefore, future research should focus on improving
LSC systems to achieve the optimal (and not maximum) delivery of photon flux to as many
reaction centers as possible, with minimal temporal and spatial fluctuations. Overall, LSCs
are a fascinating class of devices, and while their primary use is mainly as solar windows,
they can also be employed in other systems, especially those where wavelength selectivity
and concentrated light are major requirements. Before LSC devices can be successfully
exploited commercially, new fluorophores and waveguide materials should be further
investigated. In addition, there is a strong need for real-world prototypes and life-cycle
assessments on scaled-up LSC devices.
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